U10 Hotspur
Another solid season
from our boys, ending
with memorable performances at: 'Cup in a
Day' (plate runners-up),
'Hazlemere Sixes' (group
winners and not conceding a goal until our final
game in the knock-out
stages) and U10's league
(runners-up to a very
good St James' side).
If there was a trophy
for supporters, then our
team's parents and families would have undoubtedly won that! Great vocal support and encouragement. It means a lot
to the coaches and players alike. Thanks also for
your continued efforts in
getting the team to footy every
week and for helping with those
'little tasks' - Much appreciated
and not taken for granted.
Joe Bis - Goalie. One of our most
improved this season. Some great
saves, plus great handling and
drop-kicking (at last!). Starting to
find his voice and command his
area.
Matthew Peckham - Defender.
Team Captain and Mr Reliable at
the back. Now starting to direct
play and coordinate the team.
Leads by example.
Ben Mitchell - Defender (with
attacking ambitions). Great energy. Never one to pull out of a
challenge and loves to get forward. Another solid season and
super partnership at the back with
Matthew.
Daniel Phipps - Defender. Has
delivered a performance whenever we have asked him to. Ball
distribution has improved. Has
won every 50/50 challenge. Solid.
Jared Duggan - Defender / Wing-

Back. Reliable. Great enthusiasm
and energy. Memorable last-ditch
tackling whilst also contributing
with some crucial goals.
George Roskell - Left Midfield /
Attack. Some impressive performances this season and some valuable goals. Good link-up play,
especially down our left hand side.
Toby Boakes - Right Midfield /
Attack. Good improvement this
year, with some memorable linkup play down our right hand side.
Has netted some crucial goals,
notably 'Haz 6's'.
George Bates - Midfield. Improved
as the season went on. A versatile
player, who has delivered some
outstanding performances from
central midfield. When he's on
form, he's unplayable.
Dominic Hide - Midfield. Best
performances have come through
the middle this season. Strong in
the tackle and good natural ability.
Good passing ability and a fierce
shot.
Aaron Randall - Centre Forward /
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Wing. Great that Aaron netted his
first senior goals this season Really well deserved. Gradually
finding his position and improving
with confidence. Much improved
link-up play this season.
Jack Dennis - Attacker / Left
Wing. Whilst mainly sharing the
centre forward role with Aaron this
season, we have also found a
natural position to show off his
trickery and silky skills down our
left wing. Valuable goals including
the winner vs Amersham away
and a great headed goal vs Hurricanes away.
Well done to all the boys for
entertaining us royally for another
season. Whilst the progression to
9-a-side next season will bring its
own challenges, the coaching
team feel that it will make an improved side, with our strength in
depth. Bring on next season!
Chris Bis, Paul Boakes and
Steve Roskell
The HT Hotspur Coaching Team
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